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Abstract— In this paper, a realtime pseudo-structure ex-
traction algorithm for 3D indoor point cloud data (PCD) is
proposed. This algorithm is called Convex Cut (CC) because
of its two main steps: cutting the PCD with arbitrary planes,
and extracting convex parts. CC can be used as a preprocessing
module for other existing algorithms to extract static parts in
dynamic environments or to represent a principal 3D model
of a given PCD. Its calculation time is 24 milliseconds for 50k
PCD on a consumer PC, and it yields a precision value of
0.90 and a recall value of 0.99 on average in highly dynamic
and cluttered environments. Some possible applications are
explained such as simultaneous localization and mapping in
dynamic environments, efficient dense map representation,
robust 3D scan matching with plane features, and natural
motion planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

All point cloud data (PCD) acquired in a real-life indoor
space can be classified into three parts.

• Structure: solid parts such as floors, walls, and ceilings
that do not change under ordinary circumstances.

• Object: various components that possibly can be
changed, such as doors, chairs, tables, furniture, etc.

• Dynamics: components whose 3D poses are certain to
vary, such as moving humans, pets, etc.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm that extracts the
pseudo-structure from PCD in realtime on a consumer PC,
covering wide angles around a reference location. This
algorithm is called Convex Cut (CC). Its implementation
consists of cutting a slice from the PCD and extracting those
points that constitute the convex hull. Intuitively, it can be
understood as analogous to wrapping a rubber band around
the PCD such that all points touch the band, and repeating
this procedure to cover all the points. For example, CC was
applied to an office in Fig. 1(a), of which the wide angle
PCD is shown in Fig. 1(b). Its output, the pseudo-structures
which approximate the real structures are shown in Fig. 1(c).

CC has three remarkable features. First, its output does
not change at all; thus, a dependable and static feature can
be extracted in dynamic environments. Second, its output
is a principal 3D model of the space. In other words, if a
3D space is being decomposed into macro and micro parts,
structure can be intuitively classified as the macro part. Third,
as this algorithm is simple and lightweight, it can easily
be implemented and is fast enough to run in realtime. For
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Fig. 1. PCD of the office in (a) is given in (b). The output of CC (pseudo-
structure) is given in (c). In those PCD, color information is overlapped for
the purpose of visualization. Note that some portions such as the edges of a
window shade (inside the red polygon of (c)), were not successfully filtered
out the reason for which will be described later. The empty spaces of PCD
in (b), (c) are occluded areas.

example, the calculation time of CC for PCD with 50k points
(as in Fig. 1) was 24 milliseconds with parallel processing.

By virtue of these features, we can improve the per-
formance of existing algorithms by adding CC as a pre-
processor. In this paper, we applied CC for the following
applications.

• Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in dy-
namic environments: A map with a travel length of 181
meters was successfully generated in a highly dynamic
environment by using dependable features that belong
to the structure.

• Robust 3D scan matching with plane features: By using
planes laid across the structure, the 3D scan matching
algorithm becomes more accurate and robust against
parameter changes.

• Efficient dense map representation: If structures (which
tend to have simple geometry) are modeled via a mesh,
a 3D RGB-D map can be represented more realistically
with significantly fewer points.

• Natural motion planning: For a long corridor with
various side obstacles (such as water fountains, tables,
boxes, etc), a path- planning algorithm with CC can gen-
erate a more natural path with less orientation changes.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is
explained in Section II. CC is proposed in Section III,



and its experimental validation follows in Section IV. The
aforementioned applications are explained in Section V.
Then conclusion follows in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

There are similar algorithms that have been produced
by the computer graphics society in the field of Collision
Detection (CD) [1], [2]. The final purpose which is to extract
the structure is the same but there are two major differences
between CD and CC. One is that CD uses simulated data
whereas CC handles real experimental data. For example,
data for CD consist of multiple detected points per ray
(allowing us to see through the wall), whereas that for CC
is composed of one point per ray. In addition, the data for
CD assumes the space to be closed (by its omniscient field
of view (FoV)), whereas that for CC is an open space by
the limited FoV. The other difference is that the input data
for CD fully compose the structure (what they denote as
the outer-shell) whereas the data for CC are a mixture of
structure, object, and dynamics. In other words, the aim of
CD is to closely approximate the given structure, but that of
CC is to extract the structure out of the mixed PCD.

In the 3D visualization field, there are two approaches
whose outputs are similar to CC. The first approach is a
slicing approach. In [3], [4], computer-aided design (CAD)-
model reconstruction algorithms from real objects are pro-
posed, and those are similar to CC in two points: slicing PCD
and applying convex hull. However, the target of interests
is different. CAD reconstruction algorithms consider small
objects of which observation is conducted starting from the
outside to its surface, while CC handles measurements of
large environments from the inside to its surface. In [5],
Li et al. proposed a lightweight 3D modeling based on a
priori knowledge that buildings can be modeled from cross-
sectional contours using extrusion and tapering operation.
However, these approaches differ from CC in two ways.
First, they assume that the whole PCD for an object is
given, whereas CC works with PCD in the current FoV.
Thus, they are used off-line whereas CC can cover on-line
applications such as robot motion planning. Second, they aim
to approximate the model of a given object, and thus some
points different from nearby dominant shapes are tapered
out. However, the aim of CC is to classify the structure as it
is. In this regard, such works are suitable for the computer
related applications and CC is intended for robotics.

The second one is a labeling approach. In [6], Adan and
Huber proposed a 3D structure reconstruction method under
conditions of occlusion and clutter. Although their main
focus was on detecting openings (such as doors or windows),
they proposed a methodology that projects PCD onto a
horizontal (or vertical) slice to detect wall surfaces. However,
their approach differs from CC in three aspects. First, as
in their methods, they assume the whole PCD is given.
Second, they only handle the occlusion problem whereas
CC covers both the occlusion and dynamic problems. Third,
their method is designed for rectilinear buildings, and thus,
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Fig. 2. A 3D PCD (Pinp) of which the edges are highlighted for visibility,
is given in (a). An ith plane πi slices the PCD to obtain Pπi as in (b). Its
convex hull (conv(Pπi )) is then extracted as in (c), and the ith convex cut
result (Pcc,i) is acquired as in (d).

decorated wave surfaces, domes, cones, or wedge-shaped
structures are not detected.

In robotics field, semantic mapping algorithms are pro-
posed in [7]–[9] where PCD obtained in a certain environ-
ment are decomposed into geometric models such as plane,
edge, etc. Then, geometrical relationships among the models
are interpreted through hypothesis validations or learning
algorithms. For example, if there are two large horizontal
planes that are parallel and those planes are extracted from
an office environment, they perceive such planes as the floor
and ceiling. However, semantic mapping is different from
CC in a sense that their role is successful reasoning from
given data while that of CC is to acquire reliable data. We
believe that those algorithms can be enhanced by filtering
the raw data through CC.

III. CONVEX CUT

For a given 3D PCD (Pinp) and n number of planes π1:n =
{π1, · · · , πn} in touch with Pinp, CC yields PCD Pcc as

Pcc =

n⋃
i=1

[Pπi
∩ conv(Pπi

)] , (1)

where Pπi
(defined by cut(Pinp ∩ πi)) is a set of points

sliced by πi, and conv(Pπi) is a set of boundaries of Pπi ’s
convex hull, as visualized in Fig. 2. Its algorithm is given
in algorithm 1. Here, convex hull is a function that returns
points near its convex hull polygon.

Note that cut is an operation that is composed of two
sub-operations. The first one is extracting points of which
the shortest distance between the point and the ith plane is
lower than a given threshold d. The second one is projecting
the extracted points onto the ith plane.

To explain the CC’s output, let us imagine a house as in
Fig. 3. Imagine that a drone flies through the house with a



Fig. 3. A house composed of a flat ceiling (C1), inclined ceiling (C2), flat
floor (F1), inclined floor (F2), center pillar (P1), corner pillar (P2), extrusion
(E), and open door (D). CC will classify all of them as structure except the
extrusion (E) and the door (D), as indicated in red.

Algorithm 1 ConvexCut ( Pinp, π1:n )

for i = 1 : n do
Pπi ← cut(Pinp ∩ πi)
conv(Pπi)← convex hull(Pπi)
Pcc,i ← Pπi

∩ conv(Pπi
)

end for
Pcc ←

⋃n
i=1 Pcc,i

return

full FoV LIDAR, and runs CC for every sensing step. With
an infinite number of planes, the outputs of the CC algorithm
(as indicated by black lines in Fig. 3) are as follows:

• ceiling: flat (C1), inclined (C2)
• floor: flat (F1), inclined (F2)
• pillar: center (P1), corner (P2)

However, an extrusion (E) and an open door (D) are not
detected, as indicated in red color. It seems natural that
an open door is being excluded from the structure, but the
decision for the extrusion is not clear. In the authors’ opinion,
this decision may differ from person to person and it will be
very difficult to find a strict definition of the structure. Thus,
we loosely denote the structure as solidified parts which does
not change during normal daily occurrences, and posit that
CC can approximate this structure.

The performance of this algorithm depends on the selec-
tion of the slicing planes (π1:n). For example, if a plane such
as that in Fig. 4(a) is used, Pcc cannot contain two middle
walls (blue thick lines). Because more planes are needed
to extract those middle walls, this kind of cut increases the
calculation time. From our experiences, we found it to be
efficient to organize planes so that they rotate relative to a
line passing the sensor’s origin and parallel to the z-axis as
in Fig. 4(b). For all experiments in this paper, 360 planes (as
in Fig. 4(b)) with 0.5◦ of resolution were used.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. With a plane in (a), the output does not contain two middle walls
as indicated by blue think lines. From our experiences, we found it to be
efficient to organize planes so that they rotate relative to a line passing the
sensor’s origin and parallel to the z-axis, as in (b).

Fig. 5. Sensor system composed of 3D LIDAR, IMU, and camera. Because
the vertical FoV of the LIDAR is limited, the system was rotated by a human
operator around its z-axis, after being tilted around the y-axis.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. System configuration

For experiments, a sensor system as shown in Fig. 5, was
used. The system is composed of 3D LIDAR (Velodyne
HDL-32E), IMU (Xsens MTi-30), and an omni camera
(Ladybug2). Here, the camera is not necessary for CC, but
the PCD can be enriched by the RGB information, as in
Fig. 1.

The LIDAR has its FoV of 360◦ horizontally and
−30.67◦ ∼ +10.67◦ vertically. Because of the limited
vertical resolution, we tilted it along the y-axis and rotated it
around the z-axis, as in Fig. 5. Because the sensor system was
only under pure rotations, its 3D orientation was estimated
using the IMU. The LIDAR returned up to 72,000 points per
cycle and ran ten cycles per second (10 Hz). A single scan
for one cycle (100 milliseconds) was used as the input PCD
(Pinp) for validation.

B. Computational cost

1) Computational time: For the test of calculation time,
a computer with an Intel i7-4790 CPU with 16.0 GB RAM
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Fig. 6. The calculation time of CC with respect to the number of points
for two cases: with and without parallel processing.

and Nvidia GTX-780 with 3.0 GB RAM was used. We used
visual studio 2010 and CUDA 6.0 in our GPU kernels. Note
that CC was parallelized on the GPU using CUDA, but the
Qhull algorithm [10] to calculate convex hulls in CC was
only parallelized on a multi-core CPU using OpenMP [11].

The calculation time of CC for a single scan of 50,083
points was measured to be 24 milliseconds and 187 millisec-
onds with and without parallel processing, respectively. In
addition, Fig. 6 shows the calculation time of CC with respect
to the number of points for two cases: with and without
parallel processing. A total of 88 datasets with different
number of points were evaluated, and the calculation time
of CC for 3 million points was measured to be 0.516
seconds, 9.70 seconds with and without parallel processing,
respectively. Considering the acquisition time of a single scan
(100 milliseconds), it can be said that CC runs in real time
with parallel processing.

2) Computational complexity: The algorithmic complex-
ity of the convex hull algorithm is O(m logm) [10]. For
CC, the algorithmic complexity is the same as O(m logm)
because the term m, which corresponds to the number of
points, is divided by the number of planes(n), and (mn )
sample sets can be implemented with parallel processing.

C. Precision-Recall

The main feature of CC is that it can extract pseudo-
structure which approximates the real structure. In this sub-
section, the performance is validated by using the precision-
recall measure. For the calculation, we extracted plane
patches from both input PCD and CC’s output using the
RH method [12] and classified them into mutually exclusive
four groups as in Fig. 7(a).

Those classifications from input PCD and from CC’s out-
put are shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. Here, let us
denote the numbers of plane patches for different categories
as as NA, NB , NC , and ND. Then the precision and recall
can be calculated as NC/(NB +NC) and NC/(NC +ND),
respectively. Here, the precision value indicates how much

Plane patches from input PCD

CC’s output Real structure
A

B DC

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 7. For the calculation of the precision-recall, all plane patches were
classified into mutually exclusive four groups as in (a). (A: neither CC’s
output nor real structure, B: CC’s output but not real structure, C: both
CC’s output and real structure, D: real structure but not CC’s output.) In
(b) and (c), a single scan’s classification was shown with the same color as
in (a) for input PCD and CC’s ouptut, respectively. Here, yellow ellipses
were added for the reader’s sake.

the CC’s output (extracted pseudo-structure) is analogous to
real structure and the recall value accounts for how much real
structure can be found. Then the F-measure, the harmonic
mean of the precision and the recall, follows.

1) Stationary experiments: In one fixed position, a total
of 760 scans were acquired in an office (Fig. 1) where eight
people intentionally moved around while throwing a large
ball back and forth. The precision was calculated to be
0.900 on average, with a standard deviation of 0.040. The
recall was calculated to be 0.992 on average with a standard
deviation of 0.019. The corresponding F-measure was 0.944
on average, as shown in Fig. 8.

Here, it is noticeable that the above values are quite high
even under highly dynamic situations. During the experi-
ments, a dynamic ratio of

Dyn ratio =
Pinp − Pcc

Pinp
(2)

was gradually increased up to 60% but it had no effect on
the algorithm’s performance.

Note that each scan of our sensor system covers a limited
vertical area due to its limited FoV (41.34◦). It results in
some false-positive (as shown in Fig. 1(c)), where the edges
of a window shade (inside the red polygon) were extracted
as a pseudo-structure because of the absence of a ceiling.

With the same sensor configuration, we conducted one
more test in a cafe with various decorations such as wall-
hangings, etc (Fig. 9). In six different positions, a total of
356 scans were acquired. Compared to the previous result,
the precision value was dropped by 3.9% (office: 0.900
→ cafe: 0.865) and the recall value was decreased by
13.0% (office: 0.992 → cafe: 0.863). The F-measure was



Fig. 8. The precision-recall graph with the F-measure for an office.

Fig. 9. Panoramic view of a cafe with various decorations.

also decreased by 9.0% (office: 0.944 → cafe: 0.859). We
speculate that this degraded performance is because of the
same reason, the limited vertical FoV. Moreover, since the
interior of the cafe was narrow and cluttered with furniture
and glossy decorations, there were many occluded areas and
measurement errors in the acquired PCD.

2) Continuous moving experiment: Since the experiments
in the previous subsections were stationary in a sense that
the sensor system gathered information while tilting the top
of a fixed tripod, we conducted one more experiment by
continuously moving the sensor system (as in Fig. 10) at
dynamic office rooms (Fig. 11). The total travel length and
the covered volumes are 50 meters and 447 m3, respectively.
The number of points and the time of data acquisition are 83
million (a total of 1400 scans) and 140 seconds, respectively.

Fig. 12 (a) and (c) show the mapping results using the
method in [13] with the trajectories of the sensor in red. We
divided the merged PCD into fourteen datasets (each dataset
contains 100 scans) and applied CC to each dataset as shown
in Fig. 12 (b) and (d). The precision was calculated to be
0.900 on average with a standard deviation of 0.103. The
recall was calculated to be 0.776 on average with a standard
deviation of 0.179. The corresponding F-measure was 0.818
on average. Although the recall value is slightly lower than
the stationary experiments, it can be said that CC still shows
a good performance for a sensor system that continuously
moves.

3D LIDAR

IMU

Stabilizer

Fig. 10. Reconfigured sensor system for the continuous moving experiment.

GlassGlass

board

Fig. 11. The environment at which the continuous moving experiment
was conducted. Note that this place contains large glasses (that produce
undesirable specular reflections against LIDAR measurements) as well as
an uncommon structure (in a sense that two rooms are not fully separated
due to the glass).

6m
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Fig. 12. Top view (a) and bird’s-eye view (c) of PCD acquired in the
office with the trajectories indicated in red. Top view (b) and bird’s-eye
view (d) of CC’s results. Here, note that PCD of the floor and the ceiling
are removed for visualization purpose.
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Fig. 13. In a static case, the VPass algorithm was able to map a loop-less
environment shown in (a). For the validation of CC, a data set was acquired
for a dynamic situation where people passed by the robot, as in (b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Maps built using the VPass algorithm in a dynamic situation.
The distorted map in (a) is the result of VPass alone, and the map in (b) is
output of the VPass with CC as a preprocessor.

V. APPLICATION

A. SLAM in dynamic environments

The VPass [14] which utilizes line features for correction
of the robot’s orientation was used for SLAM in a loop-
less environment, as in Fig. 13(a). It has been shown that the
algorithm was able to map this place when there were no
dynamics. With dynamics generated in populated situations
as in Fig. 13(b), VPass failed in mapping. The failed output
is shown in Fig. 14(a).

Then, CC was applied as a preprocessor or a filter that re-
turns dependable pseudo-structure. As a result, the algorithm
built a consistent map as in Fig. 14(b).

B. Robust 3D scan matching with plane features

For a 3D scan matching with plane features, plane patches
were extracted by using the RH method [12], and they were
compared by random sample consensus (RANSAC)-based
plane registration method [15].

TABLE I
SUCCESS RATE WITHOUT AND WITH CC FOR 3D SCAN MATCHING

BASED ON THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF RANSAC.

the max.
num. of

iterations

success rate
without CC

success rate
with CC

500 28.6% 92.9%
2,000 85.7% 100%
10,000 100% 100%

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. The results of scan matching without and with CC in (a) and (b),
respectively.

For the indoor space in Fig. 17(a), eight datasets were
acquired, in which the total number of plane patches was
341. By using CC as a preprocessing module, the algorithm
showed performance advances in four aspects. First, the com-
putation time for the plane patches’ extraction was decreased
by 4.97 times. This is because of the decreased number
of points, which belong to either objects or dynamics.
Second, the computation time for the 3D scan matching using
RANSAC-based plane registration method also decreased
by 3.24 times for the same reason. Third, with CC, this
scan matching showed similar performance with a lower
number of maximum iteration of RANSAC. With the aid
of CC, RANSAC-based plane registration method showed a
higher success rate with fewer number of iterations, as shown
in Table I. This advantage can further increase the speed.
Finally, the accuracy of scan matching was increased because
extracted plane patches from cluttered objects were removed
and the number of false correspondences (false-positive
correspondence) was decreased. Fig. 15 shows success cases
without and with CC where it can be identified that the
results with CC show better overlaps for two consecutive
datasets.

C. Efficient dense map representation

Structures tend to have simple geometry (such as planes,
curved walls, etc.) compared to objects, and thus it would
be better to represent structures using mesh rather than
points. For example, the meshed structures of the PCD in
Fig. 1(c) are shown in Fig. 16. With this representation, the
number of PCD for a 3D RGB-D map in Fig. 17(a) can



Fig. 16. Meshes of structure of an office (PCD of Fig. 1(c)). Note that
there are some empty spaces which are also obseved in Fig. 1(c) because
of occlusion.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 17. For a 3D RGB-D map in (a), the point based map in (b) can
be represented with less number of points by substituting its structure via
meshes as in (c).

be significantly reduced from 30 million (Fig. 17(b)) to 10
million (Fig. 17(c)).

D. Natural motion planning

In [16]–[18], evidence is given that humans prefer a path
with a lower number of turns. In other words, a path with a
lot of orientation changes will be unnatural for human. In this
regards, a robot path generated by the gradient method (GM,
for short) [19] in Fig. 18(a) could look unnatural because
there are excessive changes of orientation in comparison with
human motion.

In our opinion, humans use knowledge of the principal 3D
model, the corridor, and tend to keep its orientation along
the corridor. To implement this idea, CC was used to extract
the corridor and an intrinsic cost of GM was divided into
two parts: one for obstacles and the other for structure. The
planned path is shown in Fig. 18(b) for which orientation
changes were 75◦ per meter, whereas that of GM was 114◦

per meter. This can be clearly identified from the overlapped
paths in Fig. 18(c).

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 18. For a corridor with side obstacles, the gradient descent method
was used for the path planning as in (a). With CC, two different costs for
obstacles and structures were assigned that, in return, yielded a path with
fewer orientation changes, as in (b). Here, black and red parts correspond
to the structure and objects, respectively. Their overlapping is shown in (c).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, CC was proposed to extract pseudo-
structures from given 3D PCD. Because this algorithm is
light enough in its computation, it can be used as a prepro-
cessing module for other existing algorithms to extract static
parts in dynamic environments (for applications of dynamic
SLAM, etc.) or to represent the principal 3D model (for
3D scan matching, dense map representation, natural motion
planning, etc).

The performances of CC was evaluated by measuring
computational times and calculating the precision-recall of
extracting the structures in dynamic environments. CC is fast
enough as a preprocessing module and runs in real time with
parallel processing. For stationary cases, the F-measure of
the precision-recall were 0.944 and 0.859 at an office and
a cafe, respectively. For continuously moving case, the F-
measure was 0.818 which is slightly decreased compared to
the stationary cases. We believe that this high performance is
mainly due to the merit of the 3D LIDAR, with its horizontal
FoV of 360◦. 1 However, if we used a 3D sensor with a
narrow FoV (such as a Kinect, etc.), a wide-angle PCD needs
to be constructed in advance using SLAM or Structure from
Motion technique. Thus, it needs to be further analyzed as
to how the estimated pose errors affect CC.

Another issue to consider is that if a whole PCD for a
building is given, some structures may not be detected by
CC as in Fig. 4(a). In this case, CC may need far more planes
to stably extract the structure, and this will be investigated
in the future.

Our final remark is that the extracted pseudo-structure is
very similar to a 3D CAD model. Thus, it may find useful

1If we used the sensor system proposed in [20], we expect that the
performance might be similar to those in this paper.



applications in buildings and construction fields, such as up-
dating a CAD model [21], evaluating on-going construction,
etc.
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